Introduction
The discovery/identification of short strings occurring approximately in a set of longer strings/sequences is one of the major tasks in today's computational biology. In our particular case we refer to these short strings as motifs. In our initial setting the notion of "approximate occurrence" means that motifs must match a segment of (each) sequence with at most some specified number of mismatches. Motif discovery abstracts many problems encountered during the analysis of biological sequence data, where the sequences can be nucleotide or protein molecules and motifs represent short functionally important patterns. In this work we have in mind a new computational approach to the problem of looking for Transcription Factor Binding Sites (TFBS): the search for genomic motifs responsible for the binding of transcription factors to Promoters and other regulative elements, the major event underlying gene expression control. More specifically, in this paper we focus our attention on the problem of, given a set of strings, finding a substring common to (a significant portion of) the strings in the input set, allowing a fixed layout for mismatches in our output. Our general strategy used to tackle the problem is based on the introduction of a data structure encoding 'a la Karp-Rabin substrings of the strings in the input set. This idea, together with the fixed layout error assumption and the observation that layout mismatches can be ordered, allows a quick and efficient motif indexing and storing based on an incremental construction highly reducing the overall number of basic operations.
Our Proposal
Let F = {s 1 , . . . , s m }, d the number of errors allowed in comparisons, and q a parameter denoting the minimum size of the set of F -elements containing a closest substring of length ℓ with at most d errors. Without loss of generality, we consider input strings of the same length n.
When using a solution to the above problem in a biological framework like the identification of known and putative TFBS, we take advantage of a useful assumption: given a motif (TFBS), only some of its characters (nucleotides) are important for the binding of the transcription factor. In fact, transcription factors interact together chemically and physically then it is important their position respect to the DNA helix, and therefore
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respect to nucleotides to which they can bind. This feature simplifies and reduces the number of consensus TFBS generated and analyzed by the algorithm.
Thus, we propose an algorithm based on the concept of localized nucleotide mutation: a protein can "tolerate" one or more mutations in a binding site, but always in the same positions (fixed layout error).
Definition: A solution for the fixed-layout (ℓ, d, q)-consensus problem over F is S f l if and only if
We assume to produce in output all the positions of the common subsequences of length ℓ with d errors discovered in at least q sequences, with the addition of the constraint that the errors, if occur, are in the same position (called layout).
ScanPro
In the above considerations we can specify our approach based on an adaption of the Karp-Rabin technique to the solution of the fixed-layout (ℓ, d, q)-consensus problem.
The algorithm.
We classify error layouts into two classes: basic and shifted. The algorithm exploits the relation between these classes to perform a cost-effective encoding of substrings according to all possible layouts. A generic error layout f l = {i 1 , . . . , overall. Shifted layouts relative to a given basic layout bf l x are denoted by sf l x,j and look like {i 1 − j, . . . , i d − j}, with i 1 − j ≥ 2.
For a given error layout, the function f l code : (Σ ℓ × F L → N) gives the encoding of a string of ℓ characters. For each string s ∈ F , with |s| = n, and each basic layout bf l x = {i 1 , . . . , i d }, we have to encode all possible n − ℓ + 1 substrigs of length ℓ in s, thus perform O(n · ℓ) operations. Considering a shifted layout sf l x,j = {i 1 − j, . . . , i d − j}, with j = 1, . . . , i 1 − 2, we obtain the encoding of the substring s[i, . . . , i + ℓ − 1] for the given layout by taking the encoding of s[i − 1, . . . , i + ℓ − 2] for the error layout sf l x,j−1 , performing a left shift and adding the value relative to s[i+ℓ−1], making O(n) operations only. Since |Σ| = 4, we map the alphabet on Z 4 using only 2 bits for each character. Hence, an ℓ-characters-long string is mapped into a 2ℓ bits integer number, so any shift involves only 2 bits. The implementation (in language C, available upon request) of the algorithm exploits this compact binary representation to improve performances. This idea was suggested by the Shift-Or algorithm.
The function f l code returns a value used as index of an array: in each position c of this array there is a pointer to a matrix M c of dimension tf l × (m + 1), with m = |F |. M k (i, j) = NULL if in s j there exists a substring w such that |w| = ℓ and f l code(w, f l i ) = k. In column m + 1 there is the "rank", that is the number of different strings s ∈ F in which we can find that specific motif. A rank is incremented when an element is put in a empty position in the relative row. If this last value is greater than the quorum, the motif is a solution for the fixed-layout problem and we retrieve all positions of the occurrences using a modified generalized suffix tree able to manage don't care positions.
Using these occurrences, we are able to generate a consensus c k , according to a consensus string model (i.e. the majority string). To obtain a most biologically informative consensus, during its creation we use an extended alphabet Σ ′ = {A, C, G, T, R, Y, N}, where R = A or G (purine), Y = C or T (pyrimidine), and N is any character, in according to the IUPAC alphabet.
We can observe that basic layouts of dimension d are easily obtainable from shifted layouts of dimension d − 1 and, similarly, values of corresponding encodings. Iterating this argument, it is not difficult to show that we can reach the previous results in time O(mdl d−1 n). Asymptotically such performance matches the one of the described algorithm, but additional information is gathered in the process.
The space needed (O(|Σ| l−d l d−1 m)) depends on the number of strings in input but not on their length. It is possible to reduce the space needed at least of a factor m worsening time complexity. Furthermore, with our implementation, this algorithm is completely on-line.
On the road.
The table below shows the results of a test performed on a 2.0GHz AMD processor with 2GB ram on a dataset of 90 sequences 1000 nucleotides long with the quorum at 30% (low filtering). T comp denotes the encoding and data structure building time, while T out the output file generation time. 
